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Noise and Regeneration in Semiconductor
Waveguides With Saturable
Gain and Absorption
Filip Öhman, Svend Bischoff, Bjarne Tromborg, and Jesper Mørk
Abstract—We have modeled the noise properties of a novel wave-
guide device with regenerative properties. The device consists of
alternating sections of saturable gain and absorption, which give a
nonlinear power transfer function. We investigate the relative in-
tensity noise spectra and signal-to-noise ratio after the device by
both a small-signal analysis and large-signal simulation, and we
show that the gain saturation gives noise redistribution at the mark
level. We also examine the influence of the nonlinearity on the noise
probability density function and show that the standard approxi-
mations of Gaussian and noncentral 2 distributions do not give a
satisfying description. The strength and weaknesses of the limiting
cases of static transfer functions and linear noise transfer as well as
the small-signal analysis are examined in the case of bit-error-rate
estimation in a cascade of regenerators. The interplay between in-
creased nonlinearity and noise is investigated and we show that the
increased nonlinearity achieved by additional device sections can
improve the cascadability although more amplified spontaneous
emission noise is added.
Index Terms—All-optical signal processing, noise, optical
communication, regeneration, semiconductor optical amplifiers
(SOAs).
I. INTRODUCTION
ALL-OPTICAL networks require a number of signal pro-cessing functionalities, such as regeneration, wavelength
conversion, and switching [1]. Regeneration is necessary
since the optical signal is degraded in the system due to,
for example, losses, dispersion, and noise. It is common to
divide regeneration into three functionalities. Reamplification
is the use of optical amplifiers in order to compensate for
fiber attenuation and coupling losses. Reshaping implies the
improvement of the optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) by,
for example, extinction ratio improvement, noise redistribution,
and, in the case of pulsed systems, pulse compression. These
improvements are usually achieved by a component with a
nonlinear intensity transfer function, where the limit of a step
function or complete regeneration is equivalent to making a
decision between a logical one and zero. Finally, retiming is
used for reducing timing jitter and can be accomplished by
transferring the data signal to a new low-jitter pulse train. The
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three functionalities (reamplification, reshaping, and retiming)
together are usually referred to as 3R-regeneration, while in
2R-regeneration the retiming is omitted.
Semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA)-based devices offer
many optical signal processing functionalities. A promising
principle of operation employs cross phase modulation in
SOA-based interferometers [2]–[5]. In the case of regeneration,
this can be accomplished both with and without wavelength
conversion. In the case of wavelength conversion, the input
signal modulates light at a new wavelength provided by the
regenerator. This allows for retiming (3R) of the signal if clock
recovery and an optical clock are provided. In a pass-through
setup, i.e., without wavelength conversion, the input signal is
regenerated (2R) by self-modulation. One example of wave-
length conversion and regeneration in SOA-based devices can
be found in [3] while pass-through regenerators are demon-
strated in [2], [4], and [5].
In this study, we will examine a simple pass-through device
with regenerative properties (2R). It consists of a combination of
SOAs and electroabsorbers (EAs). The basic idea of the device
is to use the gain saturation in the SOA combined with the ab-
sorption bleaching in the EA to achieve a simple and potentially
cheap device with regenerative properties. This type of device,
with a single amplifier-absorber pair, has been proposed earlier
for regeneration [6], but also for chirp control in modulators [7]
and compensation of waveform distortion in SOAs [8]. The ad-
dition of the EA to the SOA can thus potentially remedy some
of the shortcomings of the SOA by sacrificing some gain of
the device. One may argue that, since amplifiers will be needed
anyway, one may as well improve the performance by using am-
plifier-absorber combinations. We will extend the investigation
to several SOA-EA pairs in order to get a stronger nonlinearity
and focus on the redistribution of intensity noise in the devices.
The objective of the investigation is to analyze and compare
different methods to evaluate the regenerative properties of the
single SOA-EA device and of cascaded devices. The true test of
a regenerator is the bit-error-rate (BER) evolution in a cascade
of fiber links and regenerators. We study four methods to calcu-
late this evolution: a small-signal noise analysis, a Monte-Carlo
type of large-signal noise simulation, a static transfer function
approach, which is a useful approximation in the low bit-rate
limit, and a linear transfer function approach, which is aimed
for the high-bit-rate limit.
The noise of the output signal arises from the transformed
noise of the input signal as well as from amplified spontaneous
emission (ASE) in the SOA. Noise in SOAs has been investi-
gated extensively, experimentally [9], as well as theoretically.
0018-9197/04$20.00 © 2004 IEEE
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The theoretical work ranges from small-signal analyses of linear
gain models [10] to models including gain saturation [11]. We
use a small-signal analysis of the SOA and EA Langevin rate
equations to derive the noise spectra of the output signal, and
we show that the spectra are in very good agreement with the
spectra obtained from a large-signal simulation of the equa-
tions. However, the Gaussian or noncentral probability den-
sity functions (pdfs) for the noise distributions of the mark and
space derived from the small-signal analysis are not in good
agreement with the pdfs from the large-signal simulation. The
two methods will for these nonlinear devices lead to different
predictions for the BER. This is in contrast to previous exam-
ples showing a remarkable agreement between the BER ob-
tained from Gaussian pdfs and the BER obtained from more
precise pdf calculations [12], [13]. The large-signal simulation
will produce pdf curves and BERs consistent with the device
models, but the practical limitations in computing time pre-
vents test down to BERs of interest for telecom applications
.
Assuming a transfer function giving the output power
in terms of the input power allows a simple calculation of
the pdfs of the output signal in terms of the pdf of the input
signal. In order to analyze the nonlinear properties but still
limit the calculation effort and time, even for a large number of
cascaded devices, the devices can be represented by their static
transfer functions and the noise redistribution is thus easily
calculated for a large number of cascaded devices [14], [15]. By
using partially linear transfer properties in an adequate way, the
calculations can be simplified and give relevant results, for both
wavelength converters [16] and regenerators [17]. We will argue
that the linear transfer function through the
mark operation point is valid for high-bandwidth signals. We
show that the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) from the small-signal
analysis agrees with the linear transfer function calculation in
the limit of large-bandwidth signals and with the static transfer
function calculation in the limit of narrow-bandwidth signals.
In Section II, we briefly describe the used models. The
noise properties of individual SOAs and EAs are discussed
in Section III in order to understand the noise added and the
dynamics of the noise redistribution. We then continue with
a short description of our proposed SOA-EA device and its
noise properties in Section IV. Both the single devices and the
SOA-EA device is compared to the limiting cases of linear
and static transformation. In order to get closer to our goal of
BER estimations, investigations of the influence of nonlinear
noise redistribution on the probability density functions of
the noise is performed in Section V. The cascadability of the
regenerators is then finally examined using different methods
in Section VI. Finally, Section VII summarizes our results and
draws the main conclusions.
II. MODELS
This section describes the most relevant parts of the different
models we use. The device model used in our calculations is a
standard rate-equation model for the carrier density in an SOA
and a propagation equation for the electric field, described in
[18]. The model takes gain and absorption saturation into ac-
count. The analysis of noise in the SOA is performed in two
different ways, a small-signal analysis and a statistical simu-
lation. In both cases, the noise model is based on the same
basic assumptions. The noise is thus incorporated by Langevin
forces, with correlation functions according to [11] and [19] to




where is the injected current, is the elementary charge,
is the active volume, is the spontaneous carrier lifetime (or
sweep-out time for the EA), is the effective cross-sectional
area of the active region, is the photon energy, is the
linewidth enhancement factor, is the waveguide losses, and
is the complex envelope of the optical field normalized
such that is the power. The time variable is a shifted time
coordinate, , where is the real time coordi-
nate and is the group velocity. The gain is approximated
as a linear function of the carrier density and it is assumed that
the carrier frequency is chosen at the gain peak. The gain is
then
(3)
where is the differential modal gain and is the carrier den-
sity at transperancy. and are the noise terms (Langevin
forces) for the carriers and spontaneous emission, respectively.
The EA is modeled using the same equations as for the
SOA. In this case, the characteristic time constant is an
effective carrier sweep-out time describing the time it takes for
the photogenerated carriers to be swept out of the active region
by the applied electrical field. The absorption is described by
a negative value of the gain . Both noise terms are assumed
to be zero since there is no ASE in the EA and the carrier
noise is assumed to be small compared to the ASE in the SOA
for the SOA-EA combinations. A more detailed model for the
EA dynamics could be used [20]. However, the present model
incorporates the main feature of EA saturable absorption and
suffices for the present analysis of situations where ultrafast
processes like spectral hole burning and carrier heating [21]
can be neglected.
A. Small-Signal Analysis
The first of our two noise descriptions assumes that the noise
is small compared to the signal field and is hereafter referred to
as the small-signal analysis. This small-signal analysis for cal-
culating the noise spectrum of an SOA was presented by Shtaif
et al. [11], to which we refer for further details and derivations.
In this study, we will only present, and use, the most relevant
results.
The electric field and the noise terms are from now on
normalized with the square root of the saturation power
, where
. The field is divided into a signal and a noise
part according to
(4)
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where is the field without noise, is its amplitude, and
its phase. , and are the small deviations from the
respective values due to noise. The gain coefficient is, in the
same manner, written as
(5)
By substituting these expressions into (1) and (2) and solving





where is the Fourier transform of
and . is given as
(9)
The noise spectra of the SOA can then be calculated using a
semiclassical or quantum mechanical treatment of the correla-
tion functions for and . The results show that the different
treatments differs only by a shot noise term in the expressions
for relative intensity noise (RIN) and phase noise spectra [11].
In this paper, we will only deal with the intensity noise in the




is the cross correlation power spectrum between the two pro-
cesses and . The RIN is thus defined as the noise power
relative to the mean power squared.
By using these equations and the correlation relations for the
Langevin noise terms, the expression for the RIN spectrum can
be calculated. The result consists of five terms
(12)
where the different terms represent the noise contribution from
the input signal, spontaneous emission, and carriers and the
cross correlation between carrier noise and spontaneous emis-







where is the inversion factor and is a
parameter that describes the noise of the current source. It is
equal to 1 when the current source has shot noise behavior. The
small-signal gain is defined as . The
input RIN does not include shot noise. The SNR can now be
defined as
(18)
where is the electrical bandwidth of the detector. This defi-
nition is identical to the ratio between the mean power squared
and the noise variance, in the specified bandwidth.
B. Simulation
The second noise description assumes a sampled signal in the
time domain and includes ASE noise in the SOA by adding a
noise field with appropriate statistics. Again, the detailed work
has been presented elsewhere [19], and we will only present the
equations relevant to our work. The SOA is divided into short
sections of length . The sections are modeled as ideal SOAs
by ignoring the noise terms and the internal losses. Equations (1)
and (2) can then be rewritten as an ordinary differential equation
(19)
where is the integrated gain, given as follows:
(20)
and is the input power. The output field for
the ideal section is thus
(21)
The internal losses and noise are modeled by solving the ideal
loss-less model for the short sections and then including the
losses and noise of the propagating light at the interfaces be-
tween the sections. The properties of the noise field are calcu-
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lated from (1) and (2) and the correlation functions of the noise
terms according to [19]. The added noise field is
(22)
where and is the real and imaginary part of the noise
field, respectively. They have a Gaussian distribution with zero
mean and variance according to
(23)
where is the equivalent noise bandwidth. is introduced
in order to make a bandlimited white Gaussian noise,
since an ideal white noise has infinite bandwidth and hence in-
finite noise power. In reality, different effects, for example, the
gain spectrum of the SOA, limit the ASE bandwidth. Since our
model does not include such limiting effects, is chosen to
be large enough to properly include, i.e., exceed, the modulation
bandwidth of the simulated devices. On the other hand, has
to be limited such that the ASE power does not contribute sig-
nificantly to the saturation of the SOA, i.e., cannot be too
large. This limitation is due to the unidirectional nature of the
model, i.e., ASE traveling backward in the SOA is not consid-
ered. Neglecting this effect will underestimate the noise figure
of the SOA, but the effect is small compared to that of satu-
ration from the signal. Accepting this limitation of the model,
we choose to properly include the bandwidth of the devices
and make sure that the ASE power is very small compared to the
mean input power. This limitation of the influence of accumu-
lated ASE power when the device is cascaded can be justified by
the fact that the absorption in the EA will keep the ASE power
low [22]. We also choose to limit the total simulated bandwidth
to the same value and use a time-step in accor-
dance with the sampling theorem. In order to fulfill these re-
quirements, is chosen to be 30 GHz in all the calculations
and the values of the input signal SNR stated in the
paper are defined at this bandwidth.
In practice, and are constructed by two pseudo-
random sequences with zero mean and unit variance that are
multiplied by the square root of the right-hand side of (23).
The total field including the signal and noise is then used in the
model for the ideal sections, i.e.,
(24)
where is the input field of the section. The small-signal
analysis shows that the carrier noise can be neglected when the
intensity noise is considered at reasonable power levels [11],
and thus is zero in the simulations.
The output field from the model is analyzed statistically to
find the SNR and a histogram estimating the pdf. Since the
method has the characteristics of a statistical simulation, it is
hereafter referred to as the “simulation.” For comparison, the
static power transfer function of the devices, i.e., the output
power from our model given as a function of a CW input power,
is also used to calculate the output signal. The output signal from
the static case is then treated in the same way as for the simu-
lated signal. Finally, a linear transfer function, representing an
ideal linear amplifier with the same gain as the simulated device,
is used for reference. In these two cases, no ASE is added and
only the redistribution of the input noise is considered. They are
referred to as the “static” and “linear” cases, respectively.
Fig. 1. Transfer function of the modeled SOA and EA (solid line).
The nonlinear behavior, due to absorption bleaching and gain saturation,
respectively, is clearly seen. The dashed lines show the transfer function of
a linear device with the same absorption/gain as the devices at the chosen
operating point.
III. NOISE TRANSFORMATION IN SOAS AND EAS
In order to simplify the discussion, we first examine a stand-
alone SOA and EA, where we investigate the noise added by the
SOA and the dynamics of the noise redistribution in both SOAs
and EAs. We also make a comparison between the small-signal
analysis and the simulation.
The static power transfer functions, i.e., mean output power
plotted versus mean input power, for the EA and SOA are
shown in Fig. 1. We have used parameters corresponding to
an 800- m-long SOA and 220- m EA. All other parameter
values used in the calculations are listed in Table I. Typical
parameter values are used, and these may in some cases differ
from what is considered state of the art, which will limit
the modulation bandwidth of the presented devices. However,
all-optical signal processing at 40 GHz and above in both
SOAs and EAs has been reported [23], [24]. In the present
paper, we emphasize the analysis and understanding of the
nonlinear device properties, rather than the optimization of
device performance.
From Fig. 1, it is obvious that the transfer functions are not
linear, but rather show absorption bleaching in the EA and gain
saturation in the SOA. These nonlinearities may be used for re-
shaping a signal injected into the device and should be consid-
ered when the noise properties of the devices are investigated.
The noise reduction in a saturated SOA and the extinction ratio
improvement and noise reduction by using a saturable absorber
have been investigated both experimentally and theoretically
[20], [22], [25]–[27].
In order to investigate the added noise and the dynamics
of the noise redistribution, we use a mean input power that
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TABLE I
PARAMETER VALUES USED IN THE CALCULATIONS
Fig. 2. RIN spectrum after the SOA, showing the noise suppression at low
bandwidths due to the nonlinear transfer function. The input power is 0.16 mW
in all cases, representing the “1”-level. The spectrum of the ASE is also shown
in order to visualize the relative magnitudes of ASE and input noise at different
levels of input noise, SNR . The squares are the large-signal simulations and
the solid line represents the small-signal analysis.
represents the power levels at the logical “1”-level of the com-
bined SOA-EA regenerators discussed later in this article. The
input signal is a CW beam with Gaussian bandlimited white
noise. Three different values of the SNR of the input signal of
12.4, 20, and 30 dB, at a bandwidth of 30 GHz, were chosen to
give cases where the noise on the input signal dominates over
the ASE of the SOA and conversely. The resulting RIN spectra
are shown in Fig. 2 for the SOA and in Fig. 3 for the EA. The
solid black line is the result from the small-signal analysis and
the squares are the simulated data.
The dip at low frequencies in the RIN spectrum of the SOA
and the corresponding bump in the spectrum of the EA are due
to the nonlinearities of the transfer functions. In the SOA case,
the static transfer function has a slope lower than that of a linear
Fig. 3. RIN spectrum after the EA showing the noise enhancement due to
the nonlinear transfer function. The input power is 23.4 mW in all cases,
representing the “1”-level. The squares are the large-signal simulations and the
solid line represents the small-signal analysis.
device with the same operating point (dashed lines in Fig. 1).
This means that the part of the noise distribution above the mean
power experiences less gain and the part below somewhat higher
gain than the mean. This leads to a redistribution of the noise
to a narrower distribution, compared to a linear device. The ef-
fect is similar but opposite in the single EA, which leads to a
broader noise distribution. The EA does, however, improve the
signal quality by noise redistribution at the “0”-level and ex-
tinction ratio improvement, as will be discussed in Section IV.
Furthermore, it is important to notice that the redistribution is
due to gain saturation from carrier density depletion in the SOA
and absorption bleaching due to band filling and screening in
the EA. It is therefore dependent on the carrier dynamics, and
the finite characteristic response time of the devices means that
the redistribution only affects the low-frequency components of
the noise for both the SOA and the EA, hence the dip and bump
in the spectrum. The corresponding RIN spectrum for the linear
power transformation with the same gain/absorption would pro-
duce a flat spectrum at the level of the high-frequency part of
the SOA and EA. If, on the other hand, the static transfer func-
tions were used, i.e., the noise redistribution were independent
of the device speed, the RIN spectrum would also be flat but this
time at the level of the extreme point of the dip and bump, re-
spectively. Since these speed limitations are due to fundamental
carrier dynamics, we expect that they also apply to other regen-
erators based on self-modulation in SOAs or EAs. This means
that the response time of the devices needs to be short in order to
get noise redistribution for a large bandwidth. For devices based
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Fig. 4. SNR as a function of detector bandwidth after the SOA. The dynamical
models (dashed line) show noise suppression at low bandwidth, approaching the
static case (dotted line). At high bandwidth, the SNR approaches the linear case
(solid line).
on wavelength conversion, however, other considerations have
to be made [28].
Another obvious result is the good agreement between the
large-signal simulations and the small-signal analysis. This is
explained by the fact that the noise added by the SOA is small
compared to the signal power itself, i.e., in the small-signal
regime. The noise of the signal at the input to the SOA, on
the other hand, is in one case ( dB) clearly not
small. However, the SNR is defined for a 30-GHz bandwidth,
which is higher than the modulation bandwidth of the SOA.
At these frequencies, the power transfer function is linear and
only determined by the gain of the device, shown as the dashed
lines in Fig. 1. The mean gain is of course the same in the two
models. The noise variance decreases for narrower bandwidth,
and within the modulation bandwidth of the SOA the noise of
the input signal is still within the small-signal regime.
In order to more clearly see the relation to the limiting cases
of linear and static transfer functions we integrate the RIN
spectrum to get the SNR. The resulting SNR as a function
of bandwidth is shown in Fig. 4 for the SOA and in Fig. 5
for the EA. Different representations of the SOA or EA are
considered. The case denoted “linear transfer” is just the linear
transformation of the input with the gain at the operation point,
while the “static transfer” takes into account the full transfer
function. The “simulation” cases are based on the presented
dynamical model. For the SOA, results are shown with and
without noise added in the SOA for the case of low input
Fig. 5. SNR as a function of detector bandwidth after the EA. The dynamical
models (dashed line) show noise enhancement at low bandwidth, approaching
the static case (dotted line). At high bandwidth, the SNR approaches the linear
case (solid line).
noise ( dB). For a lower input SNR, the ASE
is negligible and the SNR with and without ASE coincides.
Since the simulations and the small-signal calculations give
very similar results, as seen previously in the RIN spectrum,
only the simulated results have been plotted for the sake of
clarity. As the figures show, the nonlinearity of the devices
strongly influence their noise properties. In the SOA, both the
added ASE and the noise at the input is suppressed at low
bandwidths. In the EA, the absorption bleaching acts the opposite
way and the SNR is decreased compared to the linear case.
The static transfer function only agrees with the simulated and
small-signal results at small detection bandwidths, as expected.
At higher bandwidth, the SNR approaches that of the linear
case instead. This implies that the static transfer function is
only useful for cases where the speed of the device is high or for
small bandwidths. In the present case, a linear approximation
actually gives more accurate results for the SNR, even for
moderate bandwidths. However, this limitation is not too severe
considering that for a modulated signal the speed of the device
has to be high enough to avoid patterning effects, i.e., the
device has to have a modulation bandwidth comparable to the
bit rate and, hence, the detection bandwidth. The dynamical
models, both small-signal and simulation, are on the other
hand well suited for calculating the SNR of the output signal
at any bandwidth. For the calculation of the BER of a signal,
there are, however, other limitations that will be discussed in
Section V.
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The conclusions from this section are the understanding of
the dynamics of the noise redistribution in the single compo-
nents and how it approaches the limiting cases of static and
linear noise transfer. Furthermore, we demonstrate good agree-
ment between the small-signal analysis and the simulations.
IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE SOA-EA DEVICE
We have already, at a few places, referred to the SOA-EA
device. In this section, we will, based on the previous section,
describe this device in more detail and analyze the dynamics of
its noise redistribution.
The device consists of concatenated SOAs and EAs. It is
investigated as an inline regenerator and the fiber links and
coupling losses are included as a constant loss between the
cascaded regenerators, as shown in Fig. 6. In the first pair, the
SOA is 800- m long and the EA is 220 m, and in the following
pairs the lengths are 500 and 295 m, respectively. We have
investigated devices with one, two, and three SOA-EA pairs
in order to further improve the regenerative properties. We
have in mind a monolithically integrated device, with forward-
and reverse-biased waveguide sections, similar to a mode-
locked laser design. These devices offer a very simple structure
for 2R-regeneration without the complexity of interferometric
structures.
By combining the transfer functions of both SOA and EA
sections, a nonlinear transfer function is obtained, which should
make all-optical regeneration possible. The transfer functions
for a single SOA and concatenated SOA-EAs with one, two,
and three SOA-EA pairs, including the fiber loss, are shown in
Fig. 7. A choice of mark level can be made within the limits
given by the gain of the device by changing the amount of fiber
loss in the link between the devices. The gain of the device at
the mark level, which exactly matches the loss of the fiber, is
chosen to be around 10 dB for all of the examined devices. This
choice was made in order to set the decision threshold, i.e., the
middle crossing point between the nonlinear transfer function
and the linear transfer function, approximately midway between
the mark and space level.
These transfer functions regenerate the signal in two different
ways. First, as discussed in Section III, a transfer function slope
that is less than for the corresponding linear device leads to nar-
rower noise distribution. Second, the absorption bleaching in the
EA means that the extinction ratio will be increased. Since the
nonlinearity at the “1”-level is fairly modest in our example, the
extinction ratio improvement is the largest contribution to the
regeneration. The increase in extinction ratio from the EA gives
a clear advantage compared to the single SOA where the ex-
tinction ratio is acctually decreased due to the gain saturation
at the “1”-level. Also, a fairly modest nonlinearity can make a
substantial difference when the devices are cascaded in a system
[29].
Although the extinction ratio increases, it is not obvious that
the addition of a saturable absorbing element is advantageous
with respect to regeneration. The induced loss has to be balanced
by a larger gain, leading to additional noise. However, this is in
principle not different from the inevitable insertion loss that has
to be outweighed by the degree of reshaping in any regenerator,
Fig. 6. Simulated module consisting of concatenated SOAs and EAs. The
module is considered as an inline regenerator, and the fiber span is considered
as a constant loss.
Fig. 7. Static transfer functions of the SOA-EA device, including fiber loss,
for one, two, and three SOA-EA pairs. The functions are compared to a linear
function.
e.g., interferometric devices. The use of a large gain in the first
section of the device helps to limit the noise contribution from
the following sections.
Fig. 8 shows the RIN spectrum at the “1”-level of a device
with one, two, and three SOA-EA pairs. Fig. 9 shows the SNR
for the same situation and compares the SOA-EA devices to the
linear transfer and the static transfer function of the three-pair
case. As seen from the close-up in the insert of Fig. 8 and also
in Fig. 9, the noise is, as expected from the transfer function,
reduced for low bandwidth and the reduction is larger for more
SOA-EA pairs, although the redistribution is smaller than for
the single SOA (see Fig. 2), due to the influence of the EA. The
noise enhancement from the EA is also evident and limits the
amount of noise redistribution for small bandwidth and leads to
a noise enhancement for larger bandwidth. The bandwidth limit,
where the noise is enhanced rather than suppressed, is easily
seen in Fig. 9 and is about 1.8 GHz. As mentioned before, this
rather low bandwidth is due to our conservative choice of device
parameters and should not be considered to be a performance
limit for this type of device in general.
The main advantage of adding more SOA-EA pairs comes
from increasing the extinction ratio, while only a modest in-
crease in redistribution at the “1”-level could be seen. The noise
enhancement of the EA furthermore limits the bandwidth over
which noise suppression can be achieved.
V. NONLINEAR NOISE REDISTRIBUTION
The most important noise property when estimating BER
is the pdf. Here we will investigate how the SOA-EA re-
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Fig. 8. RIN spectrum of three SOA-EA pairs for an input power of 0.16 mW,
corresponding to the mark level. The solid, dash–dotted, and dashed lines
represent the small-signal analysis of three, two, and one SOA-EA pairs,
respectively. The squares show the simulated data for three pairs. The noise
enhancement is due to the EAs and the noise suppression is due to the SOAs.
The insert shows a close-up of the improvement in noise redistribution from
more pairs, at low frequencies (without the simulation for clarity).
Fig. 9. SNR as a function of detector bandwidth for one, two, and three
SOA-EA pairs compared to a linear transfer and the static transfer function of
the three-pair device.
distributes the pdf and compare the simulations to standard
approximations.
As we have seen in Section III, the small-signal analysis
proved to closely match the simulated results for SNR and
would thus give a quick way of calculating noise properties
of nonlinear devices. However, there is one important feature
that the small-signal analysis lacks. Although the SNR gives
a good indication of the signal quality, the real estimator
of the performance of a system is the BER at the detector.
When the SNR is used to estimate the BER, an assumption
has to be made regarding the pdf of the signal power since
the SNR only provides the variance. The usual assumption
is that of a Gaussian or noncentral distribution [30], [12].
The Gaussian approximation is well known to have several
limitations when it comes to properly describing the noise
distribution. It does, however, in many cases give good results
when used for estimating BER [12], [13] and is widely used. It
is therefore included in our comparison for completeness. The
redistribution of noise in a nonlinear device, as investigated
here, will obviously change the distribution profoundly such
that the usual distributions do not apply. For some cases of
Fig. 10. Noise distribution after three SOA-EA pairs for a bandwidth of
1.75 GHz.
nonlinear amplification, this effect is not dominant [9], but for a
regenerator it is especially strong in the tails of the distribution,
where the nonlinearity is most pronounced, which is also
close to the decision threshold where the BER is evaluated.
The effect is also larger for a more nonlinear device, i.e., a
good regenerator, and it is strongly increased in a cascade of
devices. The nonlinear redistribution of the noise can thus
result in a pdf and BER that is quite different from the standard
approximations employing only the value of the SNR.
If the static transfer function is used to calculate the noise re-
distribution, the complete pdf can, at least in principle, be calcu-
lated, even after a long cascade of devices assuming that the pdf
at the input is known. However, this assumption is only justified
for low detection bandwidths or high modulation bandwidth of
the device.
An example of the nonlinear redistribution of the pdf is
shown in Fig. 10, which depicts the noise distribution after a
device with three SOA-EA pairs in the form of a histogram.
The Gaussian and noncentral distributions, calculated using
the standard deviation given by the SNR, are also plotted
for comparison. The mean input power of the cw signal was
0.16 mW for the mark-level and 0.03 mW for the space-level,
i.e., an extinction ratio of 7.3 dB. The input signal had a
noncentral distribution.
This figure shows that even after a single device with modest
nonlinearity the noise distribution differs substantially from the
standard approximation at the “0”-level, where the nonlinearity
is largest. At the “1”-level, however, the nonlinearity is modest
and the approximations fit fairly well with the simulations. Fur-
thermore, the SOA-EA device is capable of improving the ex-
tinction ratio from 7.3 dB at the input to 11.2 dB at the output.
Due to the excessive computation time required, it is not fea-
sible to simulate the distribution close to the decision threshold
where the BER is evaluated. Instead, the nonlinear redistribu-
tion can be approximately taken into account, when the BER
is evaluated, by tail extrapolation [31]. In this method, the tails
of the probability distribution functions are assumed to follow a
generalized exponential distribution
(25)
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where is the gamma function, is the mean value, and the
variance of the distribution is given by
(26)
A normal (Gaussian) distribution is given by . By allowing
the exponent in the tail to be different from the one in the cen-
tral part of the distribution, nonlinear behavior can be accounted
for. The BER contribution from the “0”-level is, as usual, de-
fined as the integral of the distribution above a certain threshold
as follows:
(27)
and the contribution from the “1”-level as the usual integral from
zero to the threshold. By using the asymptotic expansion for the
gamma function, calculating the BER at a few different pseu-
dothresholds in the tail, and fitting the exponent to a plot
of the BER versus threshold value, an extrapolation can be made
to the actual decision threshold where we want to estimate the
BER. This fit can be seen in the inset in Fig. 11 for space and
mark levels. The fitting is performed using transformed coordi-
nates so that a linear interpolation using the least-squares tech-
nique can be used, as seen in the inset. Fig. 11 shows the BER
as a function of the threshold power for space and mark levels.
This gives a BER of approximately for the simulated dis-
tribution, which should be compared to a BER of for
the noncentral distribution and for the Gaussian ap-
proximation. All BERs are calculated with the threshold value
at the optimum threshold value for the respective case, as seen
in Fig. 11. It should be emphasized that the extrapolated results
based on the simulations represents an approximation. However,
the large differences in BER show the importance of using the
correct noise distribution when dealing with regenerators. Fur-
thermore, this section showed the nonlinear redistribution of the
pdf in the SOA-EA device.
VI. CASCADING OF SOA-EA DEVICES
We have seen that additional SOA-EA pairs in the regener-
ator give an increase in nonlinearity and better noise redistribu-
tion, but also that they add more ASE. In this section, we want
to examine how these two effects influence the cascadability of
the devices by estimating the BER. We have used two different
methods to estimate the regeneration capability of the SOA-EA
cascades, the static transfer function and the small-signal anal-
ysis. For the static case, the model presented in [14] and [15] was
used. The pdfs for marks and spaces are assumed to be known
initially and Gaussian noise, representing spontaneous emis-
sion for the SOAs, is then added for each link. The amount of
noise added, i.e., the standard deviation, is calculated using the
small-signal analysis and a choice of bandwidth. The bandwidth
limitations will be discussed later. Probability transfer matrices
represent the noise redistribution of the nonlinear transfer func-
tions, and concatenation is done by matrix multiplication, which
is an effective and fast way to estimate the BER from the pdfs
after a cascade of regenerators.
Fig. 11. Tail extrapolation of the simulated noise distributions at mark and
space levels. The squares are the simulated data. The lines are the extrapolation
for the simulation (dotted line), the Gaussian approximation (dashed line), and
the noncentral  distribution (solid line). The inset show the extrapolation
technique with the space level of the simulation as an example.
In the small-signal case, the cascadability is investigated by
using the -factor, defined as
(28)
where , and are the mean power and standard devi-
ation for the mark and space level, respectively. The small-signal
analysis gives us a possibility to examine how the bandwidth de-
pendence of the regeneration influences the cascadability of the
devices.
The choices of bandwidth for these calculations require some
further comments. In reality, the use of optical filters between
the cascaded regenerators are needed in order to limit the growth
of ASE power that would otherwise saturate the regenerators.
The ASE power is also kept low by the absorption in the EAs.
Saturation from ASE is not taken into account in the two models
used in this paper. Furthermore, since the static case only in-
volves transfer of pdfs, it is not possible to include the effect of
optical bandpass filters with a larger bandwidth than the detec-
tion bandwidth. Hence, the important limiting bandwidth is the
final detection bandwidth. The standard deviation of the noise
added in each regenerator is thus calculated using a detection
bandwidth of 2 GHz in the static case. For the small-signal case,
no bandwidth limitation is assumed except for the final detection
bandwidth, which is chosen to be 1 and 2 GHz in order to show
the bandwidth dependence. The choice of such small bandwidth
is made in order to be inside the modulation bandwidth of our
devices, which is limited by the conservative choice of device
parameters, as discussed before.
The result for an input signal with an SNR for the mark level
of 25.5 dB and the same noise variance at the space level is
shown in Figs. 12 and 13 for the static and small-signal cases,
respectively. The BER (static case) and -factor (small-signal
case) are plotted versus the number of cascaded regenerators
for one, two, and three SOA-EA pairs as well as for a single
SOA with the same gain as the SOA-EA combinations. In the
static case, the obvious result is the improvement in BER for
the regenerators compared to the single SOA and linear transfer
function due to the increase in extinction ratio by the EAs. For a
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Fig. 12. BER as a function of cascaded fiber links, including SOA-EA
regenerators. The BER has been calculated using the static transfer function
and ASE noise for one, two, and three SOA-EA pairs. The SNR for the mark
level at the input was 25.5 dB and the noise variance at the space level was the
same.
few regenerators, the noise of the input signal dominates, but as
more ASE accumulates from several regenerators the BER in-
creases due to the added noise. The BER is evaluated at the op-
timum threshold value after each link and, due to the larger noise
redistribution at the space level compared to the mark level,
the threshold value decreases during the first few links as the
input noise is redistributed. The rapid increase in the BER that
occurs at about 10–20 regenerators comes about when the op-
timum threshold value cannot decrease further due to the added
noise. If instead a fixed threshold is used, this large noise sup-
pression at the space level can not be properly utilized and the
BER increases faster due to noise added at the mark level (not
shown). A detection with fixed threshold should therefore be
combined with a symmetric regenerator where the noise at the
space and mark level is redistributed more equally. For a large
number of regenerators, the BER only increases slowly due to
ASE added in each regenerator, similar to the linear BER degra-
dation with the number of regenerators that is obtained for an
ideal step function [14]. It is also seen that the sharper transfer
functions do indeed improve the performance of the system for
many regenerators even though the additional SOAs gives addi-
tional noise.
The small-signal analysis with GHz [(b) in Fig. 13]
shows a qualitative behavior somewhat different from the static
case. For a few regenerators, the redistribution of the noise at the
“0”-level and the increase in extinction ratio keep the -factor
high and more SOA-EA pairs give a better result. However,
for many regenerators, the noise at the “1”-level decreases the
-factor and the single SOA-EA device gives the best result,
as opposed to the static case. For a smaller bandwidth (
GHz, (a) in Fig. 13), the stronger redistribution and smaller
ASE make the -factor increase even for many regenerators. It
is also seen that the sharper nonlinear transfer function gives a
higher for more SOA-EA pairs for the whole cascade at small
bandwidth, although the additional SOAs add more noise. Just
as in the static case, the lack of extinction ratio improvement in
the single SOA gives a worse performance. The reason for the
large difference between a detection bandwidth of 1 and 2 GHz
can be explained by Fig. 9 where it is easy to see the upper band-
width limit for noise suppression at the “1”-level.
Fig. 13. BER as a function of cascaded fiber links, including SOA-EA
regenerators, calculated from the Q-factor from the small-signal analysis for a
detection bandwidth of (a) 1 GHz and (b) 2 GHz.
It should be noted that an increase in -value does not imply
an improvement in BER, only an increase in extinction ration
and/or decrease of the noise variances at the “1” and/or “0”-
level. To properly calculate the BER, the complete nonlinear
transfer of the pdf has to be taken into account, like in the static
calculations above.
The conclusion from this is that a sharper nonlinear transfer
function can improve the cascadability of the regenerator at
small bandwidths, although the means to achieve this, i.e.,
additional SOA-EA pairs, also adds more noise. A general
analysis of this interplay is presented in terms of a general
and simplified model in [17] and [29]. Further, we have seen
a strong bandwidth dependence of the regenerative properties,
hence demonstrating the limitations of the static nonlinear
transfer function description, which is only valid for very low
data rates. Due to the possibility of having a simple scheme
to investigate the cascadability of all-optical regenerators and
the possibility of evaluating nonlinear transformation of the
pdfs, it is nevertheless very attractive for BER estimations.
However, measured and calculated static nonlinear transfer
functions should be used with care when analysing all-optical
regenerators incorporating SOAs, EAs or, in general, devices
with limited modulation bandwidth.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have theoretically analyzed the noise properties of a device
consisting of concatenated SOA and EA sections. This device
is predicted to offer significantly improved noise properties
compared to a stand-alone SOA and even to have regenera-
tive characteristics. In order to show this, we have examined
the detailed dynamics of the noise redistribution in different
SOA-EA combinations and compared to the limiting, and often
considered, cases of linear and static transfer functions. An
example demonstrated the importance of being able to describe
the complete nonlinear redistribution of the pdf, when dealing
with regenerators, and the shortcomings of the standard ap-
proximations in doing so.
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